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A: Why do you need a four-chip DAC? I thought the goal was to use two-chips? Two-chips are not good for anything but the most basic signals, but
those that have two signals (and even then you'd often want to further combine) require four-chips. Multi-channel is easy - you just have a hardware

encoder for each channel, and on your receiver you "multiplex" the channels for that input into one single output, and at the same time, you
"demultiplex" the output to its individual channels on the receiver. Multi-bit isn't really a problem, but with multi-channel it's quite common to have

either more precision on one channel than the others, or the ability to output a bitrate that is higher than the others. The logic is simple - if you have two
inputs, the bitrate doubles. So if you have a 5.1 channel with a bitrate of 320 kbps, and it can either select one of the channels to be 5.1 at a single output
bitrate of 640 kbps, or choose any one of the channels to be 5.1 and the other two to be stereo at 320 kbps, it has no problem selecting the 5.1 channel at

320 kbps. If you had say only a stereo input, then it would do the same for stereo, and when it went to 5.1 it would do it by default. The bitrates don't
really matter so much - you could have a 5.1 input, and each channel bitrate set at 320 kbps, and one of the channels could be stereo (and the other

channel would be 5.1 at 640 kbps), and this would still be perfectly acceptable. Basically, multi-channel means more than two channels, and that is how
you accomplish it. Q: Como reproduzir o zoom de uma imagem com o Jquery? Eu tenho uma imagem, no qual eu queira reproduzir o zoom. Porém

quando eu clico no botão de zoom eu tenho a imagem alterada na tela mas quando eu clico em todas as áreas da imagem, não da o formato que eu quero.
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